Al Strong & stART of COOL Jazz Band Residency pricing:

Together is Key: Breathing and Playing with Your Ensemble Mates residency:

**Base Rate:** $250.00 per class session

**2-day residency**

- $500.00 (1 class, 2-day residency with same class each day)
- $1,000.00 (2 classes, 2-day residency with same 2 classes each day)

Mastering the Blues Musician Within residency:

**Base Rate:** $125.00 per class session

**2-day Residency**

- $250.00 (1 class, 2-day residency with same class each day)
- $500.00 (2 classes, 2-day residency with same 2 classes each day)

**5-day Residency**

- $625.00 (1 class, 5-day residency with same class each day)